We investigate the associated production of heavy quarkonia, with angularmomentum quantum numbers 2S+1 L J = 1 S 0 , 3 S 1 , 1 P 1 , 3 P J (J = 0, 1, 2), and photons, Z bosons, and W bosons in photon-photon, photon-hadron, and hadron-hadron collisions within the factorization formalism of nonrelativistic quantum chromodynamics providing all contributing partonic cross sections in analytic form. In the case of photoproduction, we also include the resolved-photon contributions. We present numerical results for the processes involving J/ψ and χ cJ mesons appropriate for the Fermilab Tevatron, CERN LHC, DESY TESLA, operated in the e + e − and γγ modes, and DESY THERA.
Introduction
Since its discovery in 1974, the J/ψ meson has provided a useful laboratory for quantitative tests of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and, in particular, of the interplay of perturbative and nonperturbative phenomena. The factorization formalism of nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD) [1] provides a rigorous theoretical framework for the description of heavyquarkonium production and decay. This formalism implies a separation of short-distance coefficients, which can be calculated perturbatively as expansions in the strong-coupling constant α s , from long-distance matrix elements (MEs), which must be extracted from experiment. The relative importance of the latter can be estimated by means of velocity scaling rules, i.e., the MEs are predicted to scale with a definite power of the heavy-quark (Q) velocity v in the limit v ≪ 1. In this way, the theoretical predictions are organized as double expansions in α s and v. A crucial feature of this formalism is that it takes into account the complete structure of the QQ Fock space, which is spanned by the states n = 2S+1 L (c)
J with definite spin S, orbital angular momentum L, total angular momentum J, and color multiplicity c = 1, 8. In particular, this formalism predicts the existence of color-octet (CO) processes in nature. This means that QQ pairs are produced at short distances in CO states and subsequently evolve into physical, color-singlet (CS) quarkonia by the nonperturbative emission of soft gluons. In the limit v → 0, the traditional CS model (CSM) [2] is recovered. The greatest triumph of this formalism was that it was able to correctly describe [3] the cross section of inclusive charmonium hadroproduction measured in pp collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron [4] , which had turned out to be more than one order of magnitude in excess of the theoretical prediction based on the CSM.
In order to convincingly establish the phenomenological significance of the CO processes, it is indispensable to identify them in other kinds of high-energy experiments as well. Studies of charmonium production in ep photoproduction, ep and νN deep-inelastic scattering, e + e − annihilation, γγ collisions, and b-hadron decays may be found in the literature; see Ref. [5] and references cited therein. Furthermore, the polarization of charmonium, which also provides a sensitive probe of CO processes, was investigated [6, 7] . Until very recently, none of these studies was able to prove or disprove the NRQCD factorization hypothesis [1] . However, preliminary data of γγ → J/ψ + X taken by the DELPHI Collaboration [8] at LEP2 provide first independent evidence for it [9] .
In most NRQCD studies of charmonium production in high-energy particle collisions, the charmonium state is produced either singly or in association with a hadron jet (j), which originates from an outgoing quark (q) or gluon (g), because this is bound to yield the largest cross sections [2, 3, 6, 7, 9] . However, also the associated production of J/ψ mesons and prompt photons (γ) was considered, in photon-photon [10, 11, 12, 13] , photonhadron [14, 15] , and hadron-hadron collisions [15, 16] . Although the cross sections of the latter processes are suppressed by a factor of α/α s , where α is Sommerfeld's fine-structure constant, relative to the case of J/ψ+j associated production, these processes exhibit some attractive features. On the one hand, J/ψ + γ associated production in photon-photon collisions dominantly proceeds through the CS partonic subprocesses of direct and doublyresolved photoproduction, γγ → cc 
1 ] , which is usually extracted from the measured leptonic annihilation rate of the J/ψ meson. On the other hand, J/ψ + γ associated production in photon-hadron collisions provides a good handle on the CO mechanism because the partonic subprocesses of direct photoproduction, γg → cc[n]γ with n =
J , are pure CO processes [14, 15] . Finally, for small J/ψ transverse momentum, J/ψ + γ associated hadroproduction chiefly proceeds through the CS partonic subprocess gg → cc γ and thus lends itself as a clean probe of the gluon density inside the proton [15, 16] .
The purpose of this paper is to study the associated production of heavy quarkonia with the intermediate bosons, W and Z, in photon-photon, photon-hadron, and hadronhadron collisions to leading order (LO) in the NRQCD factorization formalism. We consider all experimentally established heavy quarkonia, which are classified by their angular-momentum quantum numbers
P J with J = 0, 1, 2. In the case of charmonium, these correspond to the η c , J/ψ (ψ ′ , ψ(3S), etc.), h c , and χ cJ mesons, respectively. We present all contributing partonic cross sections in analytic form. As a by-product of our analysis, we recover the corresponding formulas for the associated production of heavy quarkonia with prompt photons, by appropriately adjusting the couplings and mass of the Z boson. In our numerical study, we concentrate on those charmonia which can be most straightforwardly identified experimentally, namely the J/ψ and χ cJ mesons, through their leptonic and radiative decays, respectively. Specifically, we assess the feasibilities of the pp synchrotron Tevatron, which is in operation at Fermilab, the pp synchrotron LHC, which is under construction at CERN, the e + e − linear collider (LC) TESLA, which is being developed and planned at DESY and can be operated in the e + e − [17] and γγ [18] modes, and the pe ± collider THERA, which uses the TESLA lepton beam and the HERA proton beam [19] , to produce J/ψ and χ cJ mesons in association with prompt photons, W bosons, and Z bosons. These colliders all operate with high luminosities at high energies and, at first sight, have the potential to produce these final states with reasonable rates. Furthermore, if one selects the leptonic decays of the J/ψ meson and intermediate bosons, then these final states lead to spectacular signals, consisting of energetic isolated prompt photons, charged leptons, and possibly missing four-momentum, which should be easy to detect even at hadron colliders. A first step in this direction was recently undertaken in Ref. [20] , which contains a numerical study of Υ + W and Υ + Z hadroproduction at the Tevatron and the LHC.
For completeness, we also provide numerical results for the cross sections of the production of J/ψ and χ cJ mesons together with standard-model (SM) Higgs bosons, which are suppressed by the smallness of the charm Yukawa coupling. In fact, explicit analysis reveals that these cross sections are too small to produce any signals for the envisaged luminosities of the considered colliders, even in the case of the LHC. By the same token, the observation of events where a scalar boson is produced together with charmonium would signal new physics beyond the SM. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present our analytic results and explain how to evaluate the cross sections of the various processes enumerated above. The contributing partonic cross sections are collected in the Appendix. In Sec. 3, we present our numerical results. Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. 4.
Analytic results
In this section, we explain how to calculate the cross sections of the associated production of a heavy quarkonium state C and an electroweak boson D by photoproduction in e + e − and pe ± collisions and by hadroproduction in pp and pp collisions. To start with, we consider e + e − collisions, where photons are unavoidably generated by hard initial-state bremsstrahlung. At a high-energy e + e − LC, an additional source of hard photons is provided by beamstrahlung, the synchrotron radiation emitted by one of the colliding bunches in the field of the opposite bunch. Bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung both occur in the e + e − mode, and their energy spectra and must be added coherently. The highest possible photon energies with large enough luminosity may be achieved by converting the e + e − LC into a γγ collider via back-scattering of high-energetic laser light off the electron and positron beams.
The photons can interact either directly with the quarks participating in the hardscattering process (direct photoproduction) or via their quark and gluon content (resolved photoproduction). Thus, the inclusive process e + e − → e + e − CD + X, where X denotes the hadronic remnant, receives contributions from the direct, singly-resolved, and doubly-resolved channels. All three contributions are formally of the same order in the perturbative expansion and must be included. This may be understood by observing that the parton density functions (PDFs) of the photon have a leading behavior proportional to α ln(M 2 /Λ 2 QCD ) ∝ α/α s , where M is the factorization scale and Λ QCD is the asymptotic scale parameter of QCD.
Let us now describe how to calculate the cross section. We take the electron and positron to be massless and denote the masses of C and D by m C and m D , respectively. Let √ S be the energy of the initial state, y C and y D the rapidities of C and D, respectively, and p T their common transverse momentum in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame of the collision. Invoking the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation (WWA) for electromagnetic bremsstrahlung [21] , its analogues for beamstrahlung [23, 24] and Compton back-scattering [25, 26] , and the factorization theorems of the QCD parton model [22] and NRQCD [1] , the differential cross section of e + e − → e + e − CD + X can be written as
where it is summed over the active partons a, b = γ, g, q, q, f γ/e (x ± ) are the photon flux functions, f a/γ (x a , M) and f b/γ (x b , M) are the PDFs of the photon, O C [n] are the MEs of C, (dσ/dt)(ab → QQ[n] + D) are the differential partonic cross sections, and x ± and x a,b are the fractions of longitudinal momentum that the emitted particles receive from the emitting ones. With the definition f γ/γ (x γ , M) = δ(1−x γ ), the direct, singly-resolved, and doubly-resolved channels are all accommodated. We have
where
T is the transverse mass of C and similarly for D.
The partonic Mandelstam variables s
can be expressed in terms of p T , y C , and y D , as
respectively. Notice that
The kinematically allowed ranges of S, p T , y C , and y D are
where λ(x, y, z) = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 − 2(xy + yz + zx) is Källén's function. Sometimes it may be interesting to consider the cross section differential in the CD invariant mass m CD = √ s rather than in p T . Using
where r = m
Equations (6) and (7) are regular for y C = y D and read then
respectively. Multiplying Eq. (1) with Eq. (7), we obtain (
We work in the fixed-flavor-number scheme, i.e., we have n f = 3 active quark flavors q = u, d, s if Q = c and n f = 4 active quark flavors q = u, d, s, c if Q = b. As required by parton-model kinematics, we treat theuarks as massless. To LO in v, we need to include the cc Fock states n =
1 if H = χ cJ , where J = 0, 1, 2 [1] . Their MEs satisfy the multiplicity relations
which follow to LO in v from heavy-quark spin symmetry. The assignments for the various bottomonia are analogous. The cross section of pe ± → e ± CD + X in photoproduction emerges from Eq. (1) by substituting f γ/e (x + ) = δ(1 − x + ) and replacing the photon PDFs f a/γ (x a , M) with their proton counterparts f a/p (x a , M). It receives contributions from the direct and resolved channels. Here, it is understood that f γ/e (x − ) only accounts for electromagnetic bremsstrahlung. To conform with HERA conventions, we take the rapidities to be positive in the proton flight direction. The rapidity y lab C of C in the laboratory frame, where the proton and electron have energies E p and E e , respectively, is related to y C by
and similarly for D. The c.m. energy is √ S = 2 E p E e . In a second step, the cross section of pp → CD+X in hadroproduction is obtained from the one of pe ± → e ± CD + X in photoproduction by substituting f γ/e (x − ) = δ(1 −x − ) and replacing the photon PDFs f b/γ (x b , M) with their antiproton counterparts f b/p (x b , M). In hadron-collider experiments, the pp c.m. frame and the laboratory one usually coincide. The cross section of pp → CD + X in hadroproduction is accordingly evaluated with
We now turn to the partonic subprocesses ab → QQ[n]D. The differential cross section of such a process is calculated from the pertaining transition-matrix element T as dσ/dt = |T | 2 /(16πs 2 ), where the average is over the spin and color degrees of freedom of a and b and the spin of D is summed over. We apply the covariant-projector method of Ref. [27] to implement the QQ Fock states n according to the NRQCD factorization formalism [1] .
The following partonic subprocesses contribute to LO in α s and v:
P J with J = 0, 1, 2. For the reason explained above, q = c and q u = c must not be included if Q = c. The processes γγ → QQ[ς (8) ]N and γg → QQ[ς (1) ]N are forbidden by color conservation. Furthermore, the processes→ QQ[ς (1) ]N are prohibited because the Q-quark line is connected with the q-quark line by one gluon, which transmits color to the QQ pair. For a similar reason and due to the fact that the W boson must be emitted from the initial-state quarks if a QQ pair is to be produced, processes (16) and (17) only come with n = In the Higgs-boson case D = H, the contributing partonic subprocesses are analogous to Eqs. (11)- (15), except that, due to charge-conjugation invariance, γγ → QQ[ς (1) ]H, γg → QQ[ς (8) ]H, and gg → QQ[ς (1) ]H are forbidden for ς =
The differential cross sections dσ/dt of processes (11)- (17) exploiting the multiplicity relations of Eq. (9). We include large logarithmic corrections due to the running of the fine-structure constant from the Thomson limit to the electroweak scale by expressing the gauge couplings in terms of Fermi's constant G F , as
F m W . Furthermore, we define the Zqq vector and axial-vector couplings as v q = I 3 q − 2e q sin 2 θ w and a q = I 3 q , respectively, where e q is the fractional electric charge of quark q, I 3 q is the third component of weak isospin of its lefthanded component, and θ w is the weak mixing angle, which is fixed by cos θ w = m W /m Z . The results for processes (12) and (13) may be obtained from those for process (11) by adjusting the overall color factors as specified in the Appendix. The results for N = γ emerge from the ones for N = Z by adjusting the couplings and mass of the Z boson, by substituting g = e, v q = e q , a q = 0, and m Z = 0, where e = √ 4πα is the electron charge magnitude, and they are not presented separately. They vanish for processes (11) - (13) with ς = 1 S 0 , 3 P J and for process (15) with ς = 1 P 1 because the photon has no axial-vector coupling.
In the case of N = γ, the differential cross sections dσ/dt of processes (11)- (14) with ς = 1 P 1 and of process (15) with ς = 3 S 1 , 3 P J are plagued by infrared singularities in the limit of the final-state photon being soft, i.e., for t = u = 0. In addition, process (15) with ς = 3 S 1 also suffers from a u-or t-channel singularity if the final-state photon is hard and collinear to the initial-state q oruarks, i.e., for t < u = 0 or u < t = 0, respectively. Owing to the identity p 2 T = tu/s, both the soft and collinear limits entail p T → 0. By the same token, in the evaluations of Eq. (1) and its counterparts for leptonhadron and hadron-hadron scattering, all these singularities can be avoided by imposing a lower cut-off on p T . On the other hand, detailed inspection of these equations reveals that dσ/dp T is finite in the limit p T → 0 if dσ/dt is.
1 The cases D = Z, W, H are devoid of such singularities because m D acts as a regulator.
To our knowledge, the formulas presented in the Appendix cannot be found elsewhere in the literature. However, the literature contains analytic results for the partonic subprocesses pertinent to the case of C = J/ψ and D = γ, namely, for processes (11) [10, 11, 12] , (12) [14] , and (13) [14, 16] with ς = 3 S 1 , and for processes (14) and (15) with 14, 16] . We agree with them, except for Eq. (7) of Ref. [11] (see also related comments in Refs. [9, 12, 13] ) and the term proportional to O J/ψ 8 (7) of Ref. [14] . 2 
Numerical results
We are now in a position to present our numerical results. We focus our attention on the cases C = J/ψ, χ cJ . These charmonia can be efficiently identified experimentally, and their MEs are relatively well constrained [7] . The predicted cross-section distributions for the ψ ′ mesons are similar to those for the J/ψ mesons, but their normalization is somewhat suppressed due to smaller MEs [7] . The η c meson is more difficult to detect experimentally, and the h c meson is poorly known [28] .
We first describe our theoretical input and the kinematic conditions. We use m c = m C /2 = 1.5 GeV, m W = 80.423 GeV, m Z = 91.1876 GeV, G F = 1.16639 × 10 −5 GeV −2 , α = 1/137.036, and the LO formula for α (n f ) s (µ) with n f = 3 active quark flavors [28] . We assume m H = 115 GeV, a value just above the 95%-confidence-level lower bound on m H from direct Higgs-boson searches and in agreement with tantalizing hints for the direct observation of the Higgs-boson signal delivered towards the end of the LEP2 running phase. As for the photon PDFs, we use the LO set from Glück, Reya, and Schienbein (GRS) [29] , which is the only available one that is implemented in the fixedflavor-number scheme, with n f = 3. As for the proton PDFs, we use the LO set from Martin, Roberts, Stirling, and Thorne (MRST98LO) [30] . We adopt Λ (3) QCD = 204 MeV from Ref. [29] , which happens to precisely correspond to Λ (4) QCD = 174 MeV, the value employed in Ref. [30] , if the matching scale is taken to be m c . We choose the renormalization and factorization scales to be
As for the J/ψ and χ cJ MEs, we adopt the set determined in Ref. [7] using the MRST98LO proton PDFs. Specifically, O 
, and O were fitted to the transverse-momentum distributions of J/ψ and χ cJ inclusive hadroproduction 1 In this sense, we disagree with the statement made in Ref. [15] that process (14) 
can produce collinear or infrared singularities. The triple-gluon vertex present in the contributing Feynman diagrams is innocuous because the virtual gluon has a timelike virtuality in excess of m are strongly correlated, so that the linear combination
with a suitable value of r, is quoted. Unfortunately, Eq. (1) is sensitive to different
and O
than appears in Eq. (18) . In want of more specific information, we thus make the democratic choice O
. We now discuss the photon flux functions that enter our predictions for photoproduction at TESLA and THERA. The energy spectrum of the bremsstrahlung photons is well described in the WWA [21] by Eq. (27) of Ref. [32] . We assume that the scattered electrons and positrons will be antitagged, as was usually the case at LEP2, and take the maximum scattering angle to be θ max = 25 mrad [33] . The energy spectrum of the beamstrahlung photons is approximately described by Eq. (2.14) of Ref. [24] . It is controlled by the effective beamstrahlung parameter Υ, which is given by Eq. (2.10) of that reference. Inserting the relevant TESLA parameters for the √ S = 500 GeV baseline design specified in Table 1 .3.1 of Ref. [17] in that formula, we obtain Υ = 0.053. In the case of the e + e − mode of TESLA, we coherently superimpose the WWA and beamstrahlung spectra, while, in the case of THERA, we only use the WWA spectrum. Finally, in the case of the γγ mode of TESLA, the energy spectrum of the back-scattered laser photons is given by Eq. (6a) of Ref. [25] . It depends on the parameter κ = s eγ /m 2 e − 1, where √ s eγ is the c.m. energy of the charged lepton and the laser photon, and it extends up to x max = κ/(κ + 1), where x is the energy of the back-scattered photons in units of √ S/2. The optimal value of κ is κ = 2 1 + √ 2 ≈ 4.83 [26] , which we adopt; for larger values of κ, e + e − pairs would be created in the collisions of laser and back-scattered photons. Since our study is at an exploratory level, we refrain from presenting a quantitative estimate of the theoretical uncertainties in our predictions. However, experience from previous analyses of charmonium production within the NRQCD factorization formalism [9, 34] leads us to expect relative errors of the order of ±50%. Table 1 gives the c.m. energies √ S, design luminosities L, numbers of dedicated experiments, and total cross sections σ 1 corresponding to a yield of one signal event per year of operation for the various colliders considered. At THERA, the proton and lepton energies in the laboratory frame are planned to be E p = 1 TeV and E e = 250 GeV [19] . One year of operation is usually taken to be 10 7 s, which corresponds to a duty factor of approximately 33% and can be achieved, e.g., by 200 days of running with an efficiency of 60%. Thus, the figures for L in units of 10 32 cm −2 s −1 presented in Table 1 equally correspond to the integrated luminosity dt L in units of fb −1 per year and experiment. At the Tevatron and the LHC, the measurements can be performed simultaneously by two dedicated experiments. We thus obtain the values of σ 1 specified in Table 1 .
We are now in a position to present our numerical results. Figures 1-5 are devoted to e + e − → e + e − CD + X in the e + e − and γγ modes of TESLA, to pe ± → e ± CD + X at THERA, to pp → CD + X at the Tevatron (Run II), and to pp → CD + X at the LHC, respectively. In each figure, parts (a) and (b) give the p T distributions dσ/dp T and the y C distributions dσ/dy C , respectively. In each part, there are four frames, which refer to D = γ, Z, W, H, respectively. In each frame, we separately consider C = J/ψ, χ cJ , both in the CSM and in NRQCD. It is summed over C = χ c0 , χ c1 , χ c2 and D = W + , W − . In the case of D = γ, the y C distributions are evaluated imposing the cut p T > 1 GeV in order to exclude the infrared and collinear singularities mentioned in Sec. 2. Figure 3 (b) refers to the laboratory frame, y lab C being related to its counterpart y C in the c.m. frame by Eq. (10) .
We start the discussion of the figures with a few general observations.
1. In all considered types of experiments, the associated production of χ cJ +γ, J/ψ+W , χ cJ + W , and J/ψ + H is forbidden in the CSM to the order considered.
2. The cross section ratio of J/ψ + W and χ cJ + W associated production, which proceeds through processes (16) and (17), is always O
≈ 0.21 [7] .
3. With increasing value of m CD , the CO process (15) with ς = 3 S 1 generally gains relative importance, since its cross section involves a gluon propagator with small virtuality, q 2 = m 2 C , and is, therefore, enhanced by powers of m 2 CD /m 2 C relative to those of the other contributing processes. In the fragmentation picture [35] , this cross section would be evaluated by convoluting the cross section of→ gN with the g → cc fragmentation function [36] . Processes (16) and (17) also benefit from this type of enhancement.
4. The processes with D = γ generally have much larger cross sections than those with D = Z, W, H because the available phase space is considerably ampler and the infrared and collinear singularities at p T = 0, albeit eliminated by a minimum-p T cut, still feed into the finite parts of the cross sections.
5. As mentioned in the Introduction, the cross sections of the processes with D = H are suppressed relative to those with D = Z, W by the smallness of the charm Yukawa coupling.
6. As is evident from Eqs. (11) and (12), the direct-photoproduction channels in e + e − and pe ± collisions correspond to pure CS and CO processes, respectively.
7. If m CD ≫ m C , which is the case if p T ≫ m C or D = Z, W, H, the resolved channels are generally suppressed against the direct ones because, according to Eq. (3), the values of x a,b are then close to unity, where the photon PDFs take small values.
8. Direct photons participate in the hard scattering with their full momenta, while resolved ones pass on only a fraction of theirs. Thus, in photoproduction at THERA, the direct and resolved cross sections are peaked in the backward and forward directions, respectively.
We now discuss the e + e − mode of TESLA [see Figs. 1(a) and (b)]. Here, J/ψ + γ associated production dominantly proceeds through the direct CS process (11) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ. Consequently, in the first frames of Figs. 1(a) and (b), the dotted and solid lines are superjacent. χ cJ + γ associated production only proceeds through singlyresolved or doubly-resolved CO processes and is accordingly suppressed relative to J/ψ+γ associated production. For the reasons exposed in the preceding paragraph, the reactions with D = Z chiefly proceed through the direct CS processes (11) with ς = 3 S 1 , 3 P J and N = Z. The contributing CO processes are singly or doubly resolved and, therefore, strongly suppressed. The reactions with D = W are mediated by the doubly-resolved CO processes (16) and (17) and are accordingly suppressed. χ cJ + H associated production dominantly proceeds through direct CS processes, while the contributing CO processes are doubly resolved and, therefore, heavily suppressed. Consequently, in the fourth frames of Figs. 1(a) and (b), the short-dashed and medium-dashed lines are superjacent. On the other hand, J/ψ + H associated production only proceeds through singly-resolved or doubly-resolved CO processes and is accordingly suppressed relative to χ cJ +H associated production.
We now turn to the γγ mode of TESLA [see Figs. 2(a) and (b)]. In contrast to the energy spectra of bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung, which are strongly peaked at x = 0, the one of the back-scattered laser photons is evenly spread in the lower x range and exhibits a maximum at x = x max . According to Eq. (2), large values of p T or m D entail large values of x ± . This explains why, in the γγ mode of TESLA, the p T spectra are less steep and the cross sections for D = Z, W, H are larger than in the e + e − mode. Furthermore, the influence of the singly and doubly resolved channels is generally increased because the average photon energy is larger. Here, the CSM prediction for J/ψ + γ associated production is dominated by the doubly-resolved process (13) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ in the lower p T range, for p T ∼ < 5 GeV, while the direct process (11) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ preponderates for larger values of p T . Beholding the first frame of Fig. 2(b) , we observe that the y C distribution of χ cJ + γ associated production is peaked in the very forward and backward directions, close to the kinematic boundaries. This may be traced to the single-resolved process (12) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ. This partonic subprocess also generates the pronounced shoulders in the y C distribution of J/ψ + γ associated production in NRQCD, which is shown in the same figure. In the case of the e + e − mode, it is suppressed by the softness of the effective photon-energy spectrum. The increased influence of the singly-resolved and doubly-resolved CO processes is reflected in the first frame of Fig. 2(a) We now move on to THERA [see Figs. 3(a) and (b) ]. In the CSM, J/ψ + γ associated production now only happens in the resolved channel, through process (13) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ, while, in NRQCD, it also takes place in the direct one, through process (12) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ. This explains why the dotted line in the first frame of Fig. 3(b) is peaked in the forward direction, while the solid one also exhibits a shoulder in the backward direction. The fact that this shoulder is not prominent may be understood by observing that O J/ψ 3 [7] . Detailed inspection reveals that, contrary to naïve expectations, the direct contribution is at least one order of magnitude suppressed against the resolved one, even at large values of p T . From the same figure, we also glean that the CSM result almost exhausts the resolved contribution in the lower p T range, which is decisive for the y C distributions. In the intermediate p T range, 6 ∼ < p T ∼ < 25 GeV, the latter is dominated by process (14) with ς = 3 In the case of χ cJ +γ associated production, processes (12) and (15) with ς = 3 S 1 and N = γ compete with each other. The former dominates for p T ∼ < 11 GeV, while the latter prevails in the complementary p T range. Since the y C distributions reflect the situation in the small-p T range, this explains why the medium-dashed line in the first frame of Fig. 3(b) is peaked in the backward direction. Also in the case of J/ψ + Z associated production, the direct and resolved channels compete with each other. The direct one is dominated by process (12) . For larger values of p T , the CO processes take over. Specifically, the latter are dominated by process (14) . Here, the p T and y C distributions generally exhibit very similar shapes as in the case of the Tevatron, while their normalizations are increased by approximately the same amount as the value of √ S is. The experimental observation of processes that are forbidden or exceedingly suppressed in the CSM with cross sections that are compatible with the NRQCD predictions would provide striking evidence for the NRQCD factorization hypothesis and firmly establish the existence of CO processes in nature. Furthermore, precise measurements of these cross sections would lead to useful constraints on the appearing CO MEs. On the other hand, the experimental study of processes that are dominated by CS channels would allow for independent determinations of the CS MEs, which can be compared with the results obtained using traditional methods, so as to lead to valuable consistency checks. Our analysis allows us to identify processes of all these categories. As mentioned above, the associated production of χ cJ + γ, J/ψ + W , χ cJ + W , and J/ψ + H exclusively proceeds through CO processes. At THERA, the Tevatron, and the LHC, the associated production of J/ψ + γ and χ cJ + H with p T ≫ m C and of J/ψ + Z and χ cJ + Z with arbitrary values of p T is greatly dominated by CO processes. On the other hand, examples where CO processes play a negligible rôle include the associated production of J/ψ + γ, J/ψ + Z, χ cJ + Z, and χ cJ + H in the e + e − mode of TESLA, of χ cJ + H in the γγ mode of TESLA, and of J/ψ + γ and χ cJ + H with small values of p T at THERA, the Tevatron, and the LHC.
We conclude this section by assessing the observability of the various processes in the various experiments with the aid of Table 1 . The processes with D = γ will abundantly take place in all considered experiments. The processes with D = Z, W will produce considerable yields at the hadron colliders, namely, several hundred (ten thousand) events per year at the Tevatron (LHC), while they significantly fall short of the one-event-peryear mark at TESLA and THERA. As expected, the processes with D = H are predicted to be far too rare to be observable in any of the considered experiments. In turn, their observation would hint at new physics beyond the SM.
Conclusions
We studied the associated production of heavy quarkonia C with electroweak bosons D in photon-photon, photon-hadron, and hadron-hadron collisions to LO in the NRQCD factorization formalism. We considered all experimentally established heavy quarkonia, with
P J , and all electroweak bosons of the SM, D = γ, Z, W, H. We listed all contributing partonic cross sections, except for those with D = H, which will be irrelevant for phenomenology in the foreseeable future. We presented numerical results for any combination of C = J/ψ, χ cJ and D = γ, Z, W, H appropriate for TESLA in the e + e − and γγ modes, THERA, Run II of the Tevatron, and the LHC. At TESLA and THERA, only the processes with D = γ will have observable cross sections, while, at the Tevatron and the LHC, this is also the case for D = Z, W . Observation of χ cJ + γ, J/ψ + W , and χ cJ + W associated production, which are pure CO processes, would give strong support to the NRQCD factorization hypothesis and, if measured with sufficient precision, allow for independent determinations of O to be sufficiently well known, one may get a better handle on the gluon PDFs of the photon and proton by fitting THERA, Tevatron, and LHC data of J/ψ + γ associated production in the lower p T range. 
A Partonic cross sections
In this appendix, we list the differential cross sections dσ/dt for processes (11)- (17) with N = Z to be inserted in Eq. (1) and its counterparts for lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron scattering. The results for N = γ are recovered as explained in Sec. 2. Our results read 
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1 , dσ/dp T [fb/GeV] dσ/dp T [fb/GeV] Figure 1 : (a) p T distributions dσ/dp T (in fb/GeV) and (b) y C distributions dσ/dy C (in fb) of e + e − → e + e − CD + X, where C = J/ψ, χ cJ and D = γ, Z, W, H, at TESLA in the e + e − mode. It is summed over C = χ c0 , χ c1 , χ c2 and D = W + , W − . In each figure, the CSM (dotted lines) and NRQCD (solid lines) predictions for C = J/ψ and the CSM (shortdashed lines) and NRQCD (medium-dashed lines) ones for C = χ cJ are shown separately. Superposed short-dashed and medium-dashed lines appear as long-dashed lines. dσ/dp T [fb/GeV] Figs. 1(a) and (b) , but for pe ± → e ± CD + X at THERA in the laboratory frame. dσ/dp T [fb/GeV] 
